
Wood Carving – 5 Days 
Handicraft, 2015 

Monday: Requirements 1A, 2B 
1. Do the following:  

a. Explain to your counselor the hazards you are most likely to encounter while 
wood carving, and what you should do to anticipate, help prevent, mitigate, 
or lessen these hazards.  
Personal Cautions: 

- Don’t carve when tired- get a good night’s sleep 
- Distracted- focus while carving, knives aren’t toys 
- Carve where you have permission- not on your parent’s kitchen table 

  Knife Cautions: 
-safe is sharp, dull is dangerous (skid off wood into hand) 
- keep tools clean and kept in safe places  
- don’t pass knives over other people  
-carve on the table, not your lap 
-carve away from your body and face 
- Small stokes give you more control over the knife and project 
- don’t muscle if you find yourself having to cut smaller chunk or get 
different knife  

  Environment Cautions: 
- make sure to have good lighting and sturdy sitting location  
-plenty of room, so not to bump anyone 
- use clamps for control when cutting smaller pieces 

2. Do the following:  
a. Earn the Totin' Chip recognition. (attached pamphlet) 

 
b. Discuss with your merit badge counselor your understanding of the Safety 

Checklist for Carving.  
*quiz game (jeopardy), divide the kids up into teams and ask questions covering 
the checklist below, make sure to explain in answers is incorrect  
 1) Personal Maturity and Judgment 

- knives and other carving tools are not toys and should never be thrown  
- at home, carve only with your parent’s approval  
- carve only when you can focus on your work and are alert, and limit 

visiting while carving  
- never bring a knife to school without permission  
- never engage in horseplay around knives  
2) Caring for your Tools 
- Keep your tools and knives sharp and free from dirt and rust  
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- If you are old enough to use power tools, make sure you understand 
how to use them properly 

- Wear protective gear such as safety glasses and when appropriate, a 
dust mask  

- Store tools in a safe place and away from children  
- Never use a knife to pry something open  
3) Controlling the Work Environment 
- Use a clamp or bench stop for better control when carving small or 

oddly shaped objects; use a plastic mat or bench stop for extra control 
and safety  

- Use a clamp to hold down wood when using a coping saw- thin hand 
saw   

- Use a safety table with a sturdy chair and adequate lighting  
-  Cover the table to protect its surface; keep adequate space around you 

with no one else close enough to bump you  
- Keep your elbows on the table for more control so you will be less 

likely to get cut  
4) Handling Knives 
- Never pass a knife across other people at the table  
- Never carve in your lap or near your face  
- Take small, well-placed carving strokes that give you more control 

your work  
- Never muscle a project when carving  
- Always make sure your knife is sharp. Dull knives are dangerous 

Knives  
5) Making the Right Choices  
- Choose the right wood for the project  
- Start with simple projects  
- When laying out projects have plenty of space for cutting them out  

 

Tuesday: Requirements: 1B, 3A, 4 
1B Show that you know first aid for injuries or illnesses that could occur while wood 
carving, including minor cuts and scratches and splinters.  

*Explain with supplies 
 Cuts 

- Apply pressure to stop bleeding with a clean cloth or fingers 
- Apply bandages to the wound, layer them if the wound bleeds through 
- If bleeding continues, raise the wound above the person’s heart  
- Once bleeding stop, clean the wound with soap and water to remove 

dirt and debris 
- Apply antibiotic ointment  

Splinters 
- Sterilize needle or tweezers by passing it through a flame (let tool cool 

before using it) 
- Protruding out of skin- grab the protruding end and pull it out at the 

same angle it entered  
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- Under skin- gently loosen skin around splinter and remove it with 
tweezers  

- Close to the surface but not removable with tweezers use a pumice 
stone along the direction of the splinter 

- Need to remove splinter to prevent infection  
 

 
3A. Explain to your counselor, orally or in writing, the care and use of five types of tools 
that you may use in a carving project.  

*show tools as you explain, maybe pass around  
Straight Carving knives- generally cuts and grooves- we’re using the most  
V-tool- to make V grooves and cuts  
Straight gouge- to make straight/solid grooves and cuts  
Clamp- hold a project in place  
Saw- coping-angles and curves. back- straight cuts  

- knives sharp- practice cuts on wood to test  
- clean regularly, check for rust  
- wipe off fingerprints and moisture 
- can keep wrapped up in storage to protect  

3. Using a piece of scrap wood or a project on which you are working, show your merit 
badge counselor that you know how to do the following:  

*pass out wood and knives have them watch and then do the cuts  

a. Paring cut  
Small cuts towards you 
 

b. Basic cut  
Cut away form you, place thumb on back of blade to remove wood easier 
 

c. "V" cut  
Hold knife straight up and down to score line 
Put knife in pencil grip to cut edge of v-cut, angle for wedge shape 
Turn the wodd around to cut other side of wedge and remove  
 
TOOL- Make a cut where you want the v-cut to end, guide tool  
 

d. Score line  
cut that gives you a line that you can cut back to make a clear line  
 

e. Stop cut  
Cut back to the line you have scored.  
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Wednesday: Requirements 3B,   
3B.  Tell your counselor how to care for and use several types of sharpening devices, 
then demonstrate that you know how to use these devices.  
*pass out stones and knives and have them demonstrate as you talk  
 Carving Edge-  

- Take away extra metal from the blade making it thinner and easier to 
use  

- Include stone: large for sharpening, small for honing 
- Use honing oil to preserve stones, fills surface pores and washes away 

metal particles  
- New stones- lightly oil, wrap in aluminum foil, and store until 

completely saturated 
- Stones can be resurfaced using emery cloths, diamond stone, or 

carborundum powder and plate glass  
- Always use water or oil on stone- prevent heat bulid up in blade 
- Clean stone after sharpening- lightly wiping  
- Leave stone on table for safety while sharpening  

 Slipsticks/Leathstrops 
- Used like a stone  
- Flat sticks with glued rubber , then emery paper on top (finer quality 

for honing) 
- Leather on honing stick 
- Strops made on hardwood 
- Don’t touch surfaces of strops 

 Sharpening  
- Little to no angle between stone and knife  
- Move blade starting closest to the handle, going down the stone (blade 

towards you) 
- When finished, pull the knife through a piece of wood or slipstick to 

get rid of access 

4. Tell why different woods are used for different projects. Explain why you chose the 
type of wood you did for your projects in requirements 6 and 7.  

Woods are chosen for thickness, color, grain (closeness of rings), strength, 
texture, or ease of carving.  

We’re using ___________ because  

5. Plan your own or select a project from this (the Wood Carving) merit badge 
pamphlet and complete a simple carving in the round.  

*trace outline of duck onto wood using template and let them carve using basic knives  
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Day 4  
 Finish Ducks  

6. Complete a simple low-relief OR a chip carving project. 

*Draw something simple on a block of wood, cut out their lines to make the design  

Day 5  
 Finish all projects  
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